


Each item in this section has a sentence in active voice 

followed by four sentences one of which

is the correct passive voice statement of the same. 

Select the correct one and mark it in the

Answer Sheet accordingly.



. The members of the parliament elect their

group leader either by consensus or by voice vote.

A. The group leader is elected by the members of the 

parliament either by consensus or by voice vote

B. The group leader was elected by the members of the 

parliament either by consensus or by voice vote

C. The group leader has been elected by the members of 

the parliament either by consensus or by voice vote

D. The members of the parliament are elected by their 

group leader either by consensus or by voice vote



All the examinees have answered one

particular question in the long answer writing section.

A. One particular question is answered by all the 

examinees in the long answer writing section.

B. One particular question was answered by all the 

examinees in the long answer writing section.

C. All the examinees answered oneparticular question in 

the long answer writing section.

D. One particular question has been answered by all the 

examinees in the long answer writing section.



. The writer who passed away recently has

authored a dozen novels and a number of poetry collections.

A. A dozen novels and a number of poetry collections have 

been authored by the writer who passed away recently

B. A dozen novels and a number of poetry collections has 

been authored by the writer who passed away recently

C. A dozen novels and a number of poetry collections were 

authored by the writer who passed away recently

D. A dozen novels and a number of poetry collections had 

been authored by the writer who passed away recently



Shut the door.

A. Shut the door

B. Let the door be shut

C. The door be shut

D. The door is shut



India won freedom with the blood and

sweat of hundreds and thousands of Indians.

A. India had won freedom with the blood and sweat of 

hundreds and thousands of Indians

B. Freedom had been won by India with the blood and 

sweat of hundreds and thousands of Indians

C. Freedom was won by India with the blood and 

sweat of hundreds and thousands of Indians

D. Freedom was won by hundreds and thousands of 

Indians with their blood and sweat



Idioms & phrases , detect the right one. 



The project of building ended in smoke.

to give no practical result

to fall

to catch fire

ended in the destruction of the building
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9 AM – DEFENCE ADDA247 
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The leader must have the lion's share of the 

booty.

the stronger one

the smaller part

the worthy part

the larger part



I am a just in office.

peon

a small creature

humorous

person or thing of little importance



Flesh and blood can bear it no longer.

human nature

warning

in life

at the top speed



The result of the examination dashed my hopes.

frustrate

kill someone

failed

bring great happiness



No one knew what to say, but at last I broke the 

ice.

to crack the ice

to start a conversation

to start quarrellin

to end the hostility



The number of globetrotters has increased after 

the Second World War.

great persons

foreign countries

travellers around the world

people of importance



The salt of the Earth

(a) To expect something in return

(b) Very good & honest/kind

(c) To support someone

(d) Neat and clean



Feel blue 

(a) Feeling ecstatic

(b) In trouble/depressed

(c) An easy achievement

(d) None of these



Going places.

(a) To go to the home back

(b) Talented and successful

(c) To go on a visit

(d) To be angry



Get the sack

(a) Getting promotion

(b) Dismissed from

(c) To get a surprise

(d) To get a leave


